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Abstract. We study the category M consisting of modules whose
restriction to U(H) is free of rank 1 for the basic Lie superalgebras.
We show thatM is not empty only for the Lie superalgebra B(0; n) =
osp(1j2n). We classify the isomorphism classes of objects in M for
osp(1j2n) and determine their irreducibility. This leads to a lot of
new modules over osp(1j2n).
1. Introduction
Classication of simple modules is important in understanding the repre-
sentation theory of an algebra. Since the 1970's, the representation theory
for the basic Lie superalgebras has been extensively studied by I.N. Bern-
stein, I. Dimitrov, V. Kac, D.A. Leites, O. Mathieu, I. Mussion, I. Penkov,
V. Serganova, J. Van der Jeugt, W.Wang and others (see [1]-[8], [10]-[14],
[17], [20] and references therein).
One of the most classical families of modules is the family of so-called
weight modules. They are the modules on which the Cartan subalgebra
acts diagonalizably. Recently, J. Nilson, Tan and Zhao studied the modules
dened by the \opposite condition" for the Lie algebras sln+1 (and the Witt
algebrasWn,W
+
n ), namely, the sln+1-modules which are free of rank 1 when
restricted to the Cartan algebra (see [15], [18] and [19]). Such modules for
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nite dimensional Lie algebras were studied by J. Nilson (see [16]). In
[6], the authors studied such modules for all Kac-Moody algebras. Chen
and Guo studied such modules for Heisenberg algebra and the Lie algebra
W (2; 2) in [3]. In the present paper, we will study such modules for the
basic Lie superalgebras, especially for the Lie superalgebra osp(1j2n), which
plays an exceptional roles in the theory of Lie superalgebras (see [12]). The
Lie superalgebra osp(1j2n) has some extraordinary properties among the
basic Lie superalgebra. For example, it is the only simple Lie superalgebra
whose category of nite dimensional representations is semisimple. In this
paper, we will show that it is the only basic Lie superalgebra that admits
modules which are free of rank 1 when restricted to its Cartan subalgebra.
The paper is organized as follow. In section 2, we give some notations
and basic denitions. We also prove some useful results and show that
osp(1j2n) is the only basic Lie superalgebra that admits such modules. In
section 3, we determine the module structure for osp(1j2n) and classify
their isomorphism classes.
In this paper, we always denote by Z;Z+;N, C and C the set of inte-
gers, nonnegative integers, positive integers, complex numbers and nonzero
complex numbers respectively.
2. Preliminaries
First of all, let us recall some denitions and notations which will be
used in our discussion.
2.1. Basic Lie superalgebras
A Lie superalgebra G is a Z2-graded vector space G = G0G1 endowed
with a bilinear map [; ] : G  G ! G; (X;Y ) 7! [X;Y ], called the Lie su-
perbracket, which is homogeneous of degree 0, graded skew-symmetric and
satises the super Jacobian identity. The classication of nite dimensional
Lie superalgebras was complete in the late 70s (see [12]). In particular, we
have the following well-known
Theorem 2.1. The basic Lie superalgebras are the simple contragredient
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Lie superalgebras:
A(m;n) = sl(m+ 1jn+ 1) with m > n  0;
A(n; n) = psl(n+ 1jn+ 1) with n  1;
B(m;n) = osp(2m+ 1j2n) with m  0; n > 0;
C(n) = osp(2j2n) with n  2;
D(m;n) = osp(2mj2n) with m  2; n  1;
D(2; 1; ) with  2 C n f0; 1g;
F (4); G(3):
Let G be a basic Lie superalgebra and T = f1; 2;    ; sg. From [9], we
know that there exists a set of generators fei; fi; Hiji 2 Tg of G, a subset
 of T and a matrix A = (aij) such that
(1) Hi 2 G0;
(2) ei; fi 2 G0 if i 62  and ei; fi 2 G1, if i 2  ;
(3) [Hi;Hj ] = 0;
(4) [ei; fj ] = ijHi;
(5) [Hj ; ei] = ajiei; [Hj ; fi] =  ajifi;
(6) [ei; ei] = [fi; fi] = 0, if aii = 0.
The matrix A is called the Cartan matrix of G and the abelian subalgebra
H = spanCfHiji 2 Tg  G0 is the Cartan subalgebra of G. Indeed, let
Ai =
0BBBBBBB@
2  1
 1 2  1
. . .
. . .
. . .
 1 2  1
 1 2
1CCCCCCCA
ii
; Ci =
0BBBBBBB@
2  1
 1 2  1
. . .
. . .
. . .
 1 2  1
 2 2
1CCCCCCCA
ii
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Di =
0BBBBBBBBB@
2  1
 1 2  1
. . .
. . .
. . .
 1 2  1  1
 1 2 0
 1 0 2
1CCCCCCCCCA
ii
; v1 =
0BBBB@
0
...
0
 1
1CCCCA
n1
; v2 =
0BBBB@
 1
0
...
0
1CCCCA
n1
then Cartan matrices for basic Lie superalgebras are as below:
Lie superalgebra s  Cartan matrix
A(m;n) m+ n+ 1 fm+ 1g
0B@Am v1 Ovt1 0  vt2
O v2 An
1CA
B(0; n) n fng B
B(m;n)(m > 0) n+m fng
0B@An 1 v1 Ovt1 0  vt2
O v2 Cn
1CA
C(n)(n > 2) n f1g
 
0  vt2
v2 C
t
n
!
D(m;n)(m > 1) n+m fng
0B@An 1 v1 Ovt1 0  vt2
O v2 Dm
1CA
F (4) 4 f1g
0BBBB@
0 1 0 0
 1 2  2 0
0  1 2  1
0 0  1 2
1CCCCA
G(3) 3 f1g
0B@ 0 1 0 1 2  3
0  1 2
1CA
D(2; 1; )( 2 C n f0; 1g) 3 f1g
0B@ 0 1  1 2 0
 1 0 2
1CA
It is easy to see that the Cartan matrix for a basic Lie superalgebra which
is not of type A(n; n) is invertible. For a basic Lie superalgebra which is
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not of type A(n; n), let 0BB@
h1
...
hs
1CCA = A 1
0BB@
H1
...
Hs
1CCA
Then fhiji 2 Tg is a basis for H and
[hi; ej ] = ijej ; [hi; fj ] =  ijfj ; [ei; fj ] = ijHi 2 H; 8i; j 2 T: (2.1)
Also, we can identify U(H) = C[h1;    ; hs] = C[H1;    ;Hs].
2.2. Categories
Let G be a basic Lie superalgebra with Cartan subalgebra H. DeneM
to be the subcategory of U(G) Mod consisting of objects whose restriction
to U(H) are free of rank 1:
M := fM 2 U(G) Mod j ResU(G)U(H)M =U(H) U(H)g
where we denote by U(g) Mod the category of U(g)-modules for any algebra
g.
Let fhi; ei; fiji 2 Tg be a set of generators of G. To describe our results,
we need some notations on functors. Each automorphism  2 Aut(U(G))
induces a functor
F : U(G) Mod  ! U(G) Mod
which maps each module to itself but with a new action  dened by:
x  v :=  (x)  v. The functor F maps morphisms to themselves. Let
(C)s be the direct product of s copies of the multiplicative group C. For
any a = (a1;    ; as) 2 (C)s, let  a 2 Aut(U(G)) be the automorphism
induced by
 a : ei 7! aiei; fi 7! 1
ai
fi;hi 7! hi
and denoted by Fa the functor F a .
Here we list some properties of Fa.
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Lemma 2.2. The functors Fa has the following properties:
(1) F(1; ;1) = IdU(G) Mod;
(2) Fa  Fb = Fab;
(3) F 1a = Fa 1;
(4) Fa is an auto-equivalence;
(5) Fa(M) =M;
(6) For any M 2M; Fa(M) =M if and only if a = (1;    ; 1).
Proof. The proof for claim (1)-(4) is similar to that of Lemma 7 in [15].
We now prove claim (5) and (6). Let M 2M.
(5) We rst note that Fa(M) is still equal to M as a set, and the action
of H is the same since 'a xes U(H) so Fa(M) is still free of rank 1 over
U(H).
(6)Suppose  : Fa(M) ! M is an isomorphism. Since (g) = g  (1) =
g  (1),  is determined by (1) and the same is true for  1. From
1 =  1((1)) =  1(1)(1), we see that (1) = c 2 C and thus (g) =
cg; 8g 2M . However, for any i 2 T
c(ei  1) = ei  (1) = (ei  1) = (aiei  1) = caiei  1;
c(fi  1) = fi  (1) = (fi  1) = (a 1i fi  1) = ca 1i fi  1;
where ei  1; fi  1 can not be all zero, as otherwise Hi  1 = [ei; fi]  1 = 0
which is impossible. Hence, we have ai = 1; 8i 2 T .
Let M 2M. Since M is free of rank 1 as U(H)-module, we may assume
that M = U(H) as the natural U(G)-module. Thus, to classify the isomor-
phism classes of objects inM, we need only consider all possible extension
of the natural left U(H)-action on U(H) to U(G).
2.3. Actions of generators
In this subsection, we assume that G is not of type A(n; n). To describe
the action of U(G) on M = U(H), we need to introduce some notations for
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our polynomial rings. Dene
P : = C[h1;    ; hs];
Pi : = C[h1;    ; hi 1; hi+1;    ; hs]; 8i 2 T
Note that U(H) = P.
We dene for each i 2 T an algebra automorphism
i : U(H)! U(H)
by i(hk) := hk   ik. Explicitly, we have
i(g) = g(h1;    ; hi   1;    ; hs)
Remark 2.3. Obviously, we have ij = ji for any i; j.
In [15], the author proved that
Lemma 2.4. Let g 2 P be a nonzero polynomial, then
degi(i(g)  g) = degi g   1
where degi 0 is dened to be  1.
Proposition 2.5. Let M 2 M. Then identifying M with P as vector
spaces, the action of G on M is completely determined by the action of the
generators fhi; ei; fiji 2 Tg on 1 2 M . Explicitly, for g 2 P; k 2 T , we
have
hk  g = hkg;
ek  g = pkk(g);
fk  g = qk 1k (g)
where pk := ek  1 and qk := fk  1.
Proof. We know thatM = P as the naturalH-module. That is, the action
of H on M can be written explicitly as hk  g = hkg for all g 2M;k 2 T .
Now for each k 2 T , dene
pk := ek  1; qk := fk  1:
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Since ki(ek  g) = [hi; ek]  g = hi(ek  g)  ek  (hig), we see that
ek  (hig) = (hi   ki)(ek  g)
which shows that the action of ek can be determined inductively from its
action on 1. Explicitly, we get ek  g = pkk(g). Similarly, we can get
fk  g = qk 1k (g).
Since fhi; ei; fiji 2 Tg generates G, the action of G on M is completely
determined by the (2s) tuple (p1;    ; ps; q1;    ; qs) 2 P2s as stated in the
proposition.
Note that not every tuple (p1;    ; ps; q1;    ; qs) determins a G module.
We now turn to the converse problem: determine which choices of (p1;  ; ps;
q1;    ; qs) 2 P2s give rise to a module structure on P by the denition of
the action in Proposition 2.5.
2.4. Results for basic Lie superalgebra not of type B(0; n)
If G is a basic Lie superalgebra which is not of type B(0; n) or A(n; n),
then from the Cartan matrix, we know that G has a set of generators
satisfying (2.1) and
fek; ekg = ffk; fkg = 0
for some k 2  . Let M 2M with module actions:
hi  g = hig;
ei  g = pii(g);
fi  g = qi 1i (g)
where i 2 T; g 2 P. Then, we have
pkk(pk) = qk
 1
k (qk) = 0
which implies that
hkg = 0; 8g 2 P:
This is impossible. Thus, we have
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Proposition 2.6. Let G be a basic Lie superalgebra and suppose that G 6=
osp(1j2n). Then
M = ?:
Proof. To complete the proof, we need to show the statement for the basic
Lie superalgebra psl(n; n). Similar to Proposition 2.5, we have
en+1  g(H1;    ;Hn;Hn+1;Hn+2;    ;H2n+1)
=pg(H1;    ;Hn + 1;Hn+1;Hn+2   1;    ; H2n+1);
fn+1  g(H1;    ; Hn;Hn+1;Hn+2;    ;H2n+1)
=qg(H1;    ;Hn   1;Hn+1;Hn+2 + 1;    ;H2n+1);
where p = en+1  1; q = fn+1  1.
Following from
fen+1; en+1g = ffn+1; fn+1g = 0;
we have
p(H1;    ;Hn;Hn+1; Hn+2;    ;H2n+1)
 p(H1;    ;Hn + 1;Hn+1;Hn+2   1;    ; H2n+1) = 0;
q(H1;    ;Hn;Hn+1;Hn+2;    ;H2n+1)
 q(H1;    ;Hn   1;Hn+1;Hn+2 + 1;    ;H2n+1) = 0:
Hence,
p = q = 0:
Therefore,
Hn+1  g = fen+1; fn+1g  g = 0:
This contradicts with the denition of M.
3. Results for the Lie superalgebra B(0; n)
For the rest of this paper, we always assume that G is the Lie superalge-
bra B(0; n) = osp(1j2n). Let S be the set f0; 1;    ; n; 1;    ; ng with total
order
0 < 1 <    < n < 1 <    < n:
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Denote by eIJ(I; J 2 S) the (2n+1)(2n+1) matrix with zeros everywhere
except a 1 on position (I; J). Let i = 1;    ; n. The basis of G is given by
E0i = Ei0 = ei0 + e0i := Ei;
E0i = Ei0 = ei0   e0i :=  Fi;
Eij = eij + eji; Eij =  (eij + eji);
Eij = Eji = eij   eji;
where fEi; Fij1  i  ng are odd elements while fEIJ jI; J 2 S n f0gg are
even ones. Moreover, fhi := [Ei; Fi] = Eiij1  i  ng forms a basis for the
Cartan subalgebra H and the even part G0 = spanfEIJ jI; J 2 S nf0gg is a
Lie algebra of type Cn andH  G0. In particular, fEi;i+1; Ei+1;i; Enn; Enn j
1  i  n   1g is a set of generators for G0. Thus, for any M 2 M(G),
we have ResGG0M 2 M(G0). The category M for Lie algebras of type
Cn(n  2) was determined by the authors in [6] and [16].
Theorem 3.1. Let g be a complex Lie algebra of type Cn with basis fEIJ j
I; J 2 S n f0gg. Let R  T = f1; 2;    ; ng. Let MR be the set P with the
following g-action: for any g 2MR, 1  i  n  1,
hk  g = hkg; 1  k  n;
Ei;i+1  g =
8>>>><>>>>:
(hi+1 +
1
2)i
 1
i+1(g); i; i+ 1 2 R;
i
 1
i+1(g); i 2 R; i+ 1 62 R;
(hi   12)(hi+1 + 12)i 1i+1(g); i 62 R; i+ 1 2 R;
(hi   12)i 1i+1(g); i; i+ 1 62 R;
;
Ei+1;i  g =
8>>>><>>>>:
(hi +
1
2)
 1
i i+1(g); i; i+ 1 2 R;
(hi +
1
2)(hi+1   12) 1i i+1(g); i 2 R; i+ 1 62 R;
 1i i+1(g); i 62 R; i+ 1 2 R;
(hi+1   12) 1i i+1(g); i; i+ 1 62 R;
;
Enn  g =
(
2n(g); n 2 R;
(hn   12)(hn   32)2n(g); n 62 R;
;
Enn  g =
(
(hn +
3
2)(hn +
1
2)
 2
n (g); n 2 R;
 2n (g); n 62 R:
(3.1)
Then MR 2M(g) and
M(g) = fFa(MR)ja 2 (C)n; R  Tg:
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Moreover, every module in M(g) is simple.
For Lie algebra of type C1, its category M is as follow.
Theorem 3.2. Let g = sl2(C) and H = 12h1. For any S  f1; 2g; b 2
C and a 2 CThe set M(a; b; S) = C[H] becomes a g-module under the
following actions8g 2 C[H],
H  g = Hg;
E11  g =
8><>:
a(H + b)(g); if 1; 2 62 S or 1; 2 2 S;
a(g); if 1 2 S; 2 62 S;
a( H2 +H + b)(g); if 1 62 S; 2 2 S;
E11  g =
8><>:
a 1( H + b) 1(g); if 1; 2 62 S or 1; 2 2 S;
 a 1(H2 +H + b) 1(g); if 1 2 S; 2 62 S;
a 1 1(g); if 1 62 S; 2 2 S;
and
M(g) = fM(a; b; S)ja 2 C; b 2 C; S  f1; 2gg:
MoreoverM(a; b; S) is simple if and only if 2b 62 Z+ or S 6= ?; f1; 2g.
So, to understand M(G), we only need to determine the actions of
Ei; Fi(1  i  n) on each module in M(G0). First, we have
Proposition 3.3. Let MR be the module dened in Theorem 3.1. The
following equations provides a G-module structure for the G0-module MR:
Ei  g =
( p
2
2 i(g); i 2 R;p
2
2 (hi   12)i(g); i 62 R;
;
Fi  g =
( p
2
2 (hi +
1
2)
 1
i (g); i 2 R;p
2
2 
 1
i (g); i 62 R:
(3.2)
where g is any polynomial in P and i runs from 1 to n. We denote this
G-module by M 0R. In particular, we have M
0
R 2 M(G) and M 0R is simple
since it is a simple G0-module.
Proof. It is clear that M 0R 2 M(G) if it is a G-module. Also it is clear
that M 0R is simple when l  2.
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If l = 1, then we have
E11  g = 2E21  g =
(
a21
2
1(g); if 1 2 S;
a21(h1   12)(h1   32)21(g); if 1 62 S;
E11  g =  2F 21  g =
(
a 21 (h1 +
1
2)(h1 +
3
2)
 2
1 (g); if 1 2 S;
a 21 
 2
1 (g); if 1 62 S:
Hence
Res
U(G)
U(G0)M
0(a; S) =M(a21; f1g;
3
8
) orM(a21; f2g;
3
8
);
which is a simple G0-module. Therefore if M
0
R is a G-module, then it is a
simple G-module.
To show that M 0R is a G-module, we need to check
Eij  g = Ei  Ej  g + Ej  Ei  g;
Eij  g = Ei  Fj  g + Fj  Ei  g;
Eij  g = Fi  Fj  g + Fj  Fi  g;
Eij  Ek  g   Ek  Eij  g = 0;
Eij  Fk  g   Fk  Eij  g =  ikEj  g   jkEi  g;
Eij  Ek  g   Ek  Eij  g = ikFj  g + jkFi  g;
Eij  Fk  g   Fk  Eij  g = 0;
Eij  Ek  g   Ek  Eij  g = jkEi  g;
Eij  Fk  g   Fk  Eij  g =  ikFj  g;
where g is any polynomial in P and i; j; k run from 1 to n.
We only verify M 0? is a G-module, the other cases can be veried simi-
larly. The verication follows from direct computations. Indeed, from [16]
and [6], we know that
Eij  g =

hihj   1
2
(1 + ij)(hi + hj) +
1
2
(
1
2
+ ij)

ij(g);
Eij  g =  1i  1j (g);
Eij  g = (hi  
1
2
+
1
2
ij)i
 1
j (g):
Thus, for any g 2 P,
Ei  Ej  g + Ej  Ei  g
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=
1
2

(hi   1
2
)(hj   1
2
  ij) + (hj   1
2
)(hi   1
2
  ij)

ij(g)
=
1
2

2hihj   (1 + ij)(hi + hj) + 1
2
+ ij

ij(g)
=

hihj   1
2
(1 + ij)(hi + hj) +
1
2
(
1
2
+ ij)

ij(g)
= Eij  g;
Ei  Fj  g + Fj  Ei  g
=
1
2

(hi   1
2
) + (hi   1
2
+ ij)

i
 1
j (g)
= (hi   1
2
+
1
2
ij)i
 1
j (g)
= Eij  g;
Fi  Fj  g + Fj  Fi  g
=
1
2
( 1i 
 1
j (g) + 
 1
i 
 1
j (g))
=  1i 
 1
j (g)
= Eij  g:
Also, we have
Eij  Ek  g   Ek  Eij  g
=
p
2
2

hihj   1
2
(1 + ij)(hi + hj) +
1
2
(
1
2
+ ij)

(hk   1
2
  ik   jk)
 (hk   1
2
)

(hi   ik)(hj   jk)  1
2
(1 + ij)(hi + hj   ik   jk)
+
1
2
(
1
2
+ ij)

ijk(g)
=
p
2
2

1
2
ijikhj +
1
2
ijjkhi   ikjkhk + 1
2
ikjk
 1
4
ij(ik + jk)

ijk(g)
=
p
2
2
ikjk(
1
2
hk +
1
2
hk   hk + 1
2
  1
4
(1 + 1))ijk(g)
= 0;
Eij  Fk  g   Fk  Eij  g
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=
p
2
2

hihj   1
2
(1 + ij)(hi + hj) +
1
2
(
1
2
+ ij)

 

(hi + ik)(hj + jk)  1
2
(1 + ij)(hi + hj + ik + jk)
+
1
2
(
1
2
+ ij)

ij
 1
k (g)
=
p
2
2

 ikhj   jkhi   ikjk + 1
2
(ik + jk) +
1
2
ij(ik + jk)

ij
 1
k (g)
=  
p
2
2
ik(hj   1
2
)j(g) 
p
2
2
jk(hi   1
2
)i(g)
=  ikEj  g   jkEi  g:
Since
Eij  Fk  g   Fk  Eij  g = 0
is clear, we only need to verify the remaining three relations. The compu-
tations are
Eij  Ek  g   Ek  Eij  g
=
p
2
2

(hk   1
2
+ ik + jk)  (hk   1
2
)

 1i 
 1
j k(g)
=
p
2
2
(ik + jk)
 1
i 
 1
j k(g)
=
p
2
2
ik
 1
j (g) +
p
2
2
jk
 1
i (g)
= ikFj  g + jkFi  g;
Eij  Fk  g   Fk  Eij  g
=
p
2
2

(hi   1
2
+
1
2
ij)  (hi   1
2
+
1
2
ij + ik)

i
 1
j 
 1
k (g)
=  
p
2
2
iki
 1
j 
 1
k (g)
=  
p
2
2
ik
 1
j (g)
=  ikFj  g:
and
Eij  Ek  g   Ek  Eij  g
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=
p
2
2

(hi   1
2
+
1
2
ij)(hk   1
2
  ik + jk)
 (hk   1
2
)(hi   1
2
+
1
2
ij   ik)

i
 1
j k(g)
=
p
2
2

(hi   1
2
+
1
2
ij)(jk   ik) + ik(hi   1
2
)

i
 1
j k(g)
=
p
2
2

 1
2
ikij + jk(hi   1
2
) +
1
2
ijjk

i
 1
j k(g)
=
p
2
2
jk(hi   1
2
)i(g)
= jkEi  g:
Since fEi; Fi; hij1  i  ng is a set of generators for G satisfying relations
(2.1), we know that M 0R is uniquely determined by equation (3.2) and
hi  g = hig. Moreover, every module M in M(G) is uniquely determined
by the actions of Ei; Fi(1  i  n) on M .
Theorem 3.4. Let G be the basic Lie superalgebra osp(1j2n). Then
M(G) = fFa(M 0R)ja 2 (C)n; R  f1; 2;    ; ngg:
Moreover, since Fa is an auto-equivalence, any module in M(G) is simple.
Proof. Let M 2 M(G), then M1 = ResGG0M 2 M(G0). Following from
(2.1), we have
pii(qi) + qi
 1
i (pi) = hi; i = 1; 2;    ; n;
where pi = Ei  1; qi = Fi  1. Thus,
qi
 1
i (pi) =
1
2
(hi +
1
2
):
Therefore, (pi; qi) is (ai;
a 1i
2 (hi +
1
2)) or (
ai
2 (hi   12); a 1i ) for some a =
(a1;    ; an) 2 (C)n.
If M1 = Fc(MR) for some c = (c1;    ; cn) 2 (C)n, then
fEi; Fi+1g = Ei;i+1; i = 1;    ; n  1;
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and
fEn; Eng = Enn
imply that
cn = a
2
n; ciai+1 = ai; i = 1;    ; n  1
and
(pi; qi) =
8<: (
p
2ai
2 (hi   12);
p
2a 1i
2 ); if i 2 R;
(
p
2ai
2 ;
p
2a 1i
2 (hi +
1
2)); if i 62 R:
Hence,
M = Fa(M 0R)
with ai =
p
cn
n 1Q
j=i
ci.
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